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Two different mill sizes 
for the entire mill.

Stand type 8565 (max. roll 
dia=38.5”)

Stand type 9555 (max. roll 
dia=33.5”)



Channels: 5”  to 15”
S Beams: 3” to 12”
W Beams: 4” to 16”
Angle iron 6”=3/8 - 1”
Flats: 1/4”-2”                    10”and 12”
Ultra-light beams:             from 2.9 lbs/ft
Finished Product lengths: 20 to 75 feet









Current situation:
We understood how critical the mill stand chock
support springs are to our performance. Without
repeatable performance of the chock springs it
causes the mill frustration and increased cost.
Over the years the roll shop has performed
numerous trials with the spring stack
arrangement and spring replacement. Using
thousands of springs over time.
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HYSON’s Steady Stand Springs Provide:

 Dimensional consistency between cylinders.

 Ability to know exactly how much force is generated by each cylinder.

 Ability to infinitely adjust the force of each cylinder.

 Eliminates labor cost of assembling and adjusting individual Belleville 
stacks.



HYSON’s Steady Stand Springs Provide:

 Reduced cobbles by improved gap control

 Increased uptime between maintenance events

 Consistent and repeatable force values that result in improved finished 
beam quality.



FORCE

Where forces are 
generated during 
the rolling 
process.















Questions?



HAVE A SAFE DAY!
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